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ABSTRACT. Vector fields generating more than one low on a manifold are

constructed. For one-dimensional case a complete Oescriptlon of the set of flows

is given. For dimensions larger than one a method of constructing vector fielOs

with dense or open branched sets sets is given. Density of vector fielOs with

nonempty sets of brancheO points is studied.
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1. INTRODUCT ION.

There are many elementary examples of vector fielOs for which the

corresponding difEerential equation has non-unique solution of the Cauchy prob-

lem. The examples, as a rule, Oo not define flows on the unOerlying manifold.

The reason is that consi Oered vector fie Os have si ngular ty at iso ateO points.

In the present paper we show, mainly on examples, ow to construct vector fields

which generate more than one low.

The Oasic sections in this paper are Section 3, 4 and 5. Section 3 Oescri-

hem the one-dimensional case. It occurs that the set of singularities (i.e.

zeros) of the vector field has to De of special type, namely, it mut contain

the support of a nonatomic masure satisfying some additional conditions. The

set of all flows generated by a given vector field can De completely described

by means of class of measures upported on the set of zeros of the vector field.

Two and more dimensional case is considered in sction 4. Situation is much

more complicated. The points in which the non-uniqueness of the flow takes place

(called branched points) are no longer zeros of the vector field. Another pheno-

menon is that the t of of branched points can be dense or open. W are not

able to give a complete description as in ction 3, but methode of

constructing examples based on combining one dimensional examples with a

constant vector field are given. Approximation methods developed in this section

are use in Sction 5 for a stuch/ of density properties of the set of vector

fields generating more than one flow.

2. GENERAL PRTIES OF FLOWS ANDISI-FLO.

DEFINITION 2.1

Let X De a Hausdorff space.

(i) A continuous map :xXX, such that (O,x)=x for xeX, satisfying

group property: (t+,x)=9(t,9 (s,x)) and for all t,seO anO xeX will

called a /low on X.

the
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(ii) If a mao %0:xx-x satisfies the group propertv anO or all eX lhe

%0t-,x:x is continuous, then %0 will De calleO a gu-lo on . ma0

DEFINITION 2.2

Let %0 De a Quasi-41o on a MausOor space x.

(i) The set {(t,x:teO> is calle0 9-orbit o x anO is teO by @ x).

(ii) A ooint xeX is calleO 9-zxed iE 9-orDit o x is trivia[

(x)={x}. A t o 9-ixed points will teO

EX 2.3

For any given integer n, let 9 t p xnn

n9 (t,x ,x )=(x +t xa. ..,x ). It IS easy that

te t Dy

INITI 2.4

Let U an ont a usrg9 sDace X, an let

y tmat an are eq[ on U 9 te llx comdtom s sats4e: 9or any

i.e.

DEFINITION 2.5

Let X and Y De HauscorGG spaces, UcX De a nonempty subset. Suppose that 9 and

are the Glos on X, Y respectively. We say that 9 and are con]e on U if

there exists a homeomorpism :X--+Y, such that:

(t,f(x))--f(%0(t,x))
{or all xeX an te[R such that %0 (t,x)eU. 19 U=M, then we say that the 41ows ,
are conj’xze.

Elementary properties o flows on one dimensional

described in the olloing to propositions.

connected maniolds are

FITI[]N 2.@

Let 9 be a qsi-flm on . Then 9 is a fl on , an {Dr any point xeR exactly

one of the {xDllowing conditions is tisfied:

(a) x is a ixed int,

(b) t orbit @ (x) is an n interval ntaini t int x. rver, i a

t @ is a ntrivial rbit tn the rtriction x to theft x
is conjugate with the unit I I e tre exists a rphi

:, ich tisGi t lity: (t,x)=(t+ (x)) r all x and

t.

A similar rit can rlateO r t &l on t o diiol spre:

ITION 2.7

Let be a quasi-flow on then 9 is a flow, and for any point xeS;i exactly

one c the following conditions is satisfie:

(a) x is 9-ixed point,

(b) the orbit containing x is equal

(c) the orbit @ (x) is i{-Feomorphic to , i.e. 0 (x) is an open arc.

The proch is elementary and will be omitted.

The following definition introcIces a notion very useful in urther considera-

tions: the time measure o a Iow on . This notion is a special case c the
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Lime easure ot a quasi-+lo on a HausOor space (see [2] D. 151>.

[EFINII-IE 2.8

Let Oenote the Gamily oG 8orel sets on anO [P Oenote [RtJ(+}, let e a Glow

on . The :.e me,,re 04 ne Glow 9 is a 8orel measure #:p- eine as

Gol lows:

(a) iG x is a -Gixe ooint then i({x}=x,

(D) iE xeS(9 then or any 8orel suset (x

({ei:# (A=#,(9 (A,x=#, 9

here # is the LeDesgue measure on the real line ,,
(c) Gor any Borel set A:

# (ACS (0

where is the amily o all nontrivial -orblts.

PROPOSITION 2.9

A necessary anO suGGicient conOition 6or a 8orel measure # on [R to De te time

measure oG a Glow on JR. is that or each point xR. exactly one oG the ollowing

conditions is satisfied:

(ii) there exist y,8; -0-iE_<+0% such that xe],[ anO the restriction c to

the interval ],[ is a nonnegative 8orel measure with the prooerties:

i. I A is a nonempty open subset o ], E[ then # (A)>O,

2. The measure c any compact suDset c ]y,5[ Is inite ana

# (]y, c[)=# (]c, 5 [)=+ or each

The proo is easy and will be omitted,

3. VECTDR FIELDS AND FLOWS ON OE-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDS.

DEFINITION 3.1

Let M be a n-dimensional smooth maniolO, V De a vector ielO and be a lowon

M. We say that V eeme$ tme Glow 9, i Got any point xM V(x) is the tangent

vector to the curve tgt(x) at t=O. The set oG all Glows generated by the

vector Gield V will De denoted Oy FI(V).

An analogous definition may be ormulated or quasi--61ows. The set oG all quasi-

/lows generated by a vector iel d V wi be cnoted by F (V).
q

DEFINITION 3.2

Let m De a cardinal number. We say that:

(i) a vector ield V on a differential manifold has Fm-popery i the

cardinality o{ the set FI(V) is equal m.

(ii) a lw 9 on diE-Ferential manifold has Fm-pmopemy IG it Is generate by

the vector Gield with Fm-property.

From standard theorems c the theory c ordinary diEerential equations ollows

that any smooth and x3uncd vector {ield on Ginite dimensional mani631d genera-

tes exactly one Glow, i.e. it has F1-property. The {311owing example shows that
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even on a one-Olmenslonal ,’,lanlfoI0 there exlsr_ recto, lelds wnc_n nave

Fc-prooertv.

ExPLE j

Let C Oenote the Cantor set in the interval [0, L],an0 let :[--,[. De a nonneua-

tire continuous unction on iF itn erio0 such tat (xe[O.l]: -x=u=C. it is

easy to see that the map

t
:--[R, t)=. )<ses

o

is a homeomorpnism of . onto . it is also oOvious, that the velocity

Io =[ 3, e. 9 (t,x)=,(t+o-* (x r t and x is equal

of tree

4or any point x-=. We small sDo that the vector field V generates uncountaOle

many Glows on . Let # Oenote the time measure dE the flo 9. The set Z (V) of

critical points of V is equal:

Z(v =(xe[R: .-c x)}=<c=.: , (x e U k}= U k

--i
Let De a measure concentrateO on the set J U k+C od: critical points o V

k
One can take -For exarle tt-e n_..asure generated by the Cantor f’unct ion as

Eollows. First, let us flne a unction f:C-[O, I] in the Eolloing

r = r -3-. where r e{O,?}, then f(r) r -2-. It can be shcn that

continuous sur]ection, moreover, it has a unique extension to a

way: if

f is a

cont nuous

Eunction F on [0, I]. The Oerivative o this unction vanishes on [0, I]-C, and

does not exist on C. Let F denote the ollowing unction: F (x+k)=F(x)+k or
all xe[O,l] and k-. It is obvious that the measure defined Eor any compact,

nonempty interval [, p as:

is a cont numus nonnegative Borel measure concentrated on the set oG cr tica

oints o the vector field V Let us return to general considerations of this

examle. t is easy to see that Eor any positire number s, the measure =# +s

satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) oG proposition 2.9 and therefore is the time

measure o a flo a flo 9 on [. No it is su-icient to sho that this 91o

(i.e. the flo with the time measure # is generated by the same vector field V

i.e. the flos 9 and 9 nave the same velocity V

I) The set [R-Z(V is open. Consider any of its points x and take a positive

number RJ such that ]x-2q,x+2rl)c-Z(V ). It means that #,([x,x+ ]u[x+e ,x])

is equal # ([x,x+ ]u[x+ ,x]) for e<2q, anO this fact implies the equality

9 (t,x)=9 (t,x) in a neighbourrod of the point t=O. It means that the flows 9

anO 9 have the same velocities at the point x.

2) If xeZ(V then V..(x)=O, and lim 0
([x, x+ ]L]x, x])

It foll fr inition of the measure W that
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which is equivalent that the velocity of the Glow 9 at the point x vanishes.

Therefore the vector ielO V ( generates the flows 9 anO .
In Section 4 we snail use vector Giels with compact sets oG critical points anO

similar properties.

EXAMPLE 3.4

Let ’ be any any smooth nonnegative 4unction ’:--,, sucn that ’=I on

-[-I/2,3/2] and ’= on [0,1]0 where denotes te unction Grom tme last

example. It is clear tat the vector Gield V’--T’(’ ), were o’(x)= ’(s)s,
o

mas the Fc-property.

Example 3.3 suggests that there is a one to one correspondence between Glows

generated by a given vector Gield on and ome measuresconcentrated on the set

ch critical points oG this Eield.

In urther considerations, let V be a continuous, ounded vector GielO on , and

let Z(V) denote the set c its critical points. First note that iE x is not a
o

critical point o the vector /ield V on , ten there exists a neighborrod U o
x such that the Cauchy problem
0 --- V(y) y(O)=x (3.1)

dt

has exactly one solution in U.

IncWec, iG U is a connected component oG [R-Z (V) containing Xo, then we can write

Y ds
(3. I) on U as: t=to ---[ V--’ yU, obtaining exactly one unction t=t(-,Xo) and

X

equivalently one unction y=y(’,t ), wich is the solution o (3. I).

We shall consider now the set cn Glows generated by a given vector Gield V on [R.

Let V be a continuous, bounded vector field on [R and let 9 be a flow gnerated

by this field with the. time measure # and the set (0) ch -ncixed points. For

any closed set LZ(V) let {P} be the family c connected components c the

set -I.

For urther considera%ions we introduce, {x:)r a given I and 0, the set K (I),

elements c which are all (not necessarily positive) Borel measures m on

satisfying the ollowing conditions:

1. m is concentrated on Z (V),

2. # +m is nonnegative and if A is any open nonempty ubset Ch [R then

(m+#) (A) >0,

+m) (P )=-,3. if A is a compact subset cc any P then m(A)<+, and (#
4. or any xeZ(V) lim )(]x,x+[J]x+,x[) O,

-0

5. iG x then m({x})=+0 or W ({y})=O.

A topology in K (I) may be introduced by the Eollowing
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DEFINITION 3.5

We say that a sequence m c- ( converges to a measure m G:
n 9

ilm
+,

sup <Ira (B)-m(B) I: B is any compact subset cF P }=0

The set FI(V) has the standard uniform convergence topology.

THEOREM 3.

Let V be a cont nuous, bounded vector iel O on . E the set F V) is not empty,

then there ex isis a low @u=F (V) such that the mapping

/:U K@ (I)-FI (V, I (m) =.m
which assigns to a measure m the flow m" which has the time measure @+m, where

denotes the time measure oG @, is a continuous i]ection.

PiooJ. Since F1 (V)IB e can choose 9c:FI (V). For a close set llZ we denote

FI(V,CL the subset oG FI(V consisting oG all Glows havlng I as te set o Gi

points. It is clear that Eor I=S(9 the mapping 2 gives a continuous Di]ection

between K (gl) and FI (V,fl). To complete the proch it suECices to sw that there

exist a Glow @FI(V) with a minimal set oG GixeO points i.e. S(@)() {or any

9F1 (V). We remark Girst that iG 9,eFl (V) an 9,#9 are their time measures

then #=rain(# ,# Is the tlme measure c a Glow Oelonging to FI(V). We cnote

that Glow by rain(9,9). Since xeS(9) iG anO only iG ({x})= we have

S(min(9,))--S(9)cS(). One can checx that a ccreasing net ch time measures

Glows in Fl (V) converges to the time measure oG a Glow in Fl (V). Using

Kuratowski-Zorn lemma we get the existenc oG a Glow @eFl (V) with the minimal

set ch Gixed points. Q.E.D.

An analogous result olds when [R is replaced by 5. For mani{ols o larger

dimension than one can concluc the {of lowing

RO_LARY 3.7

Suppose that 9 an 9 are different lows on a maniEol M, and each -orDit is

contained in a 0-orbit. I . and 9 are generated by the same vector ield V then

V has at least one critical point.

4. VECTOR FIELDS AND FLOWS ON HIGHER DIKENSIONAL MANIFOLDS.

This part starts Grom the {ollowing definition cLscriDing singular points c a

given vector Gield V on Ginlte-dimensional manIEold.

DEFINITION 4.

Let V be a vector Gield on a diE-Nrential mani{old M.

(a) A point xM will be called a V-on )ianced )one iG there exist quasi-

Iows and generate by V and a positive number X) such that the set

R(9,9)={t[]:(t,x)(t,x)} contains at least one c the intervals (0,),

(-e, O). The set ch V-strong branched points wi 11 be denoted by :(V).

(b) A point xM will be called a V-ed bmnec po i there exist to

solutions yi(-,O,x), i=I,2 Ch Gauchy Problem:

?--V(y), y(O)=x, (4.1)
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such that t-u is a cluster point o4 te set (t=_{P: v t.L,,,-,)v

set 04 weak v-o ancneO Dolors will De OenoteO Ov J-

It is oDvious that each st,-ong D-ancmeO point o4 a given vector

v-weaw branched oolnt, and 14 is a v-ab OrancneO Oolnt, r.en Erie E.aucnv

OroDi [#. i s uncntaeie many iutlo o, example [5], tmr

I, zor a Oiven suDse A o4 a mnIGolO M, tmere eists a recto,- 41eiO V on ,*

such that 3E[V=A (2 (V)=A, then A will De called a $ronE runched _et resp.
w

The 4ollowing 4act 4ollos easily from Theorem 4.0:

PROPOSITION 4.3

Suppose tmat V is a continuous bounde vector 4ielO on or S. tmen [V) is a

nomere-Oense suDset o tmis mani+old, contained in the set of critical points

o+ the 4ielO V.

It 4oliows from the above proposition that an oDen subset of or S can never

De a weax DrancmeO set. Now we shall show that tmere exist strong branche sets

dense in higher imensionai maniolds, especially in z. Te construction is a

continuation 04 M. Lavrentiev’s and P. Hartman’s ideas (see [] and [7]), who

have constructed examples of ordinary Oigferentlal ecluations ith locally non-

uni@ue solution of Cauchy Problem in any point of an open subset of z. It is

equivalent to proving that 2 is a weak Dranched set i.e. there exists a conti-

nuous vector 9ield V on z such that (V--{z. We are going to smow more,

namely, that z is a strong DrancheO set. First in the example 4.4 we construct

a vector 9ield V such that (V) is dense in

EXAMPLE 4.4

We construct an example of a continuous vector field V on with a dense set

of strong Dranche points. The construction is divided into two steps. In first

of them we define an operation calle MOP-operation and analyse its properties.

The second step included a proper description of the construction.

STEP

Let v be a continuous vector field on and (v) be the set of its strong_

branched points. Suppose that for a conr=cted open subset U of the set [z-(v)
there exists a smooth local coorOinate system (2,U) in which v has the coordi-

nates <i ,0>.

Let El denote a nonempty rectangle [a,O]x[c,O]c-2 (U). We choose real 4unctions

m(-) and h(’) such that :[--[R is continuous in ]a,b[, an sl) on [-]a,b[,

h:[--+]c,d[ is a i{-Feomorphism such that x --+0 when x--*x. We assume, moreover

that

I (s)ds=O, supl(xl>6(l::)-a) -* and suPldl=q (4.2)

where q is a positive real number.

Let u denote the vector field constructed in Example 3.3.

/2:follciing vector field on f(x,y)=<l,u(y) " (x) >, where:

We can deine the
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or -]c.o[.

To assu-e that each orDit of any Glow rom FI(4) crosses the set oG

0dinEs oG E, e assume a00itionailv that there exist a’,b’ SUCh that

branched

a
(4.3)

wrere is OenCined in Example 3.3.

DEFINITION 4.5

We say that a vector Eield v is a mdLfctLo of and rite v--MOD(U.)v i
0 0

tere exist , n, 2, as aove ucn that v =v outsie U and v = in U in local
0 i

coordinates given Dy 2.

To analyze properties o v note that f has Fc-Dropertv: or any @Fl(u), it

generates the low

9(t, tx,y))=(x+t, @(I (x+s)Os,y))
0

Vector fields <I,0> and f are different only inside te rectangle . It is easy

to see that ]aD[x(u) is the set oG -strong branched points. Condition

(4.3) implies that the orbits o% any flow generated by , which pass across

have nonempty intersection with the set 2. It is easy to see that flows genera-

ted by % which are of the form (4.4) are conjugate with the unit flow I by the

following homeomorphism A:

A(x,y) (x, @(I c(x+s)ds, y)), {or (x,y)c-[R.
DEFINITION 4.6

We say that a vector field V has -prope’y if for any point pea(v) there exists

a connected neighborhood U(p) and a local map 2:U(p)--,2(U(p))I]Bz such that V has

the coordinates <i,0) in the map 2.

Observe that if a vector field V has the o-property, p and U(p) are as in the

above definition, then MOO(U(p) ,q)V has the o-property. The operation

MOD(U(p),rl) depends on the Onoice of the local map 2. We can choose 2 in such a

way that (MOD(U(p),R)V). In the following we shall always choose such a ;t.

STEP 2

We choose a countable dense set P={p n[N} in and start from the vector

field V with coordinates <i,0> which obviously has o-property. Let V denote
i

the vector field obtained in n-th iteration. As the next iteration we take

Vn+i=MOD (U (pn),Rn)V if p -(V and V --V otherwise.

LEMMA 4.7

Parameters q of the MOD-operation can be chosen small enotlgh, so that

a) the sequence (V) converges Llniformly on (in the sense of the uniform

convergence of coordinates in the canoRical map in ).

b) each of V has the Fc-property.
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PrOd#. The distance etween V aria V elio as

s{llV tx-V (xll: xZ}, is prooortiol to q (wit a co,rant pen0i on
n+i

n), it is psible to ke the ri 0 mnvergent. O) anO c foii

iOiate y fr the co,truerion. . E. D.

If n is ch that V then r any fl @ I tV can construct, usiN

(4.3} ntim of fls @ GI(V wicn are equal to @ tsi U(p tin

the of efinition 4.4). The Oistance tn @ anO @ fi0 as

{I@ (t,p (t,p)ll: t,p} can no Ov constant (penOing on n)

proportiol to

L 4.8

Paraters n t oration can cen 11 eg, tat any

uee ( cn as ave conver unirmly to a I on

Tr11r t ave rrks.

PF]F-3S T ON 4.9

If q are chosen according to Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 ten the vector fielO V=lim V

has a Oense set c strong branched points. The limit of any sequence (@ as in

Lemma 4.8 is a flow generated by V.

PrOd/ Lemma 4.8 guarantees that im @ is a flow on From stanOarO trorems

aout differential equations (see [5] Theorem 4.4) ollows tat llm @ is gene-

rated by V. It is easy to see from the construction, that using different flows

from Fl(u) in any MOO(U(pn),qn)-operation we obtain different limits lim @n" It

implies that V has Fc-property and any point of P is a V-strong branched point.

Q.E.D.

It can De proved that if the parameters qn are sufficiently small the set

is dense ut different from a This completes Example 4.4

(v)

REMARK 4.10

If the vector field u used in MOD-operation, is replaced by the vector field

constructed in Example 3.4 we can obtain a vector field V such that (V

i.e. is a strong branched set.

5. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF VECTOR FIELDS AND FLOWS WITH Fc-PROPERTY

In this part we investigate sets of vector fiels and flc having

Fc-property. Those sets will be regarded as subsets of the spaces F(M) and

FI(M) respectively, which consist cn all continuis vector fiels and flows on a

finite-dimensional manifold M. In order to avoid problems with non-integrable

vector fields and with cL=finition of the uniform convergence of vector fields we

assum that all considered manifolds are compact.

PROPOSITION 5.1

If M is an n-dimensional manifold and n2, then any continuous vector field on M

can be uniformly approximated by vector fields with Fc-property.

Pmoo/: If the given vector field is smooth and does not vanish one can apply

MOD-operation with a sufficiently small parameter . If the field vanishes in an
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open set one can aO0 to it any /ielO with Fc-propertv. multiplieO Ov a

sufficiently small otant. A contis vector ielO can unirmly approxi-

mated Dy stn iel. Q.E.D.

Le w any carOil mr; the set o conis, _nO vector iei on W

with the Fk-property will teO Dy G(M.k}. The s way. ig coir the

set G (M vector #iel wits OtV, open ts o# strong DrancneO points
Int

(r instance G - Rrk 4.10) it can similarly proveO that

F FG (M) is In (M) The ts G(M,O and GM,I) are al n in (M)
In

it can shn ch re: G(M, I) is tne t oE seconO Baire category [3]

pp. 119-121 ).

The space F(M) y in a natural y rrented as a dlBjolnt ts

G(M,k, r k. Unrtutely, r ny diiol (dim M 2> nil

authors t k anythi at the ts G(M,k) r k an k are th
o

ts pty?

It s sn that on the n-iiol il, tere exist vector

iel havi en ts oG strong branceO points. For an arbitrary

approxiting it by o rectangl, get

PITI 5.2

Every nt nere ni is a ranc t

It is easy to s that t stror rIt oe.rs: every on suDt o t
n-Oiio1 nilO, re n>l, is a Drabbed t.

FINITI 5.3

For a epact niId M an given carOil r k i the llin
ts:

A (M,k) U {f}xFl (f)
q q

feG (M, k)

B (M) U {f}xFl (f)
q q

fesF (M)

Since M is metrizable, then using the metric p on M we

above sets by the ollowing metric:

define a topology of

Fwhere II-II is the norm ch the uniform convergence in (M),

continuous vector ields on M, and P cenotes the norm:

the set o all

po(i,z)=sup sup p (401(t,x),gz(t,x)).
te[R xeM

In what ollows the topology dehcined by d in t ts will lled t

C-ly.

re rlati rIts is tion, give a srt cription DI-

ration ich ich assig a sil a sil havi t

Fc-prrty ch tt t o(9,9) n arbitrarily ll. Let V a nti-

vr ield on a nild M with t t Z(V) critil ints di
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rent Grom M. Suppose that F1 (V) is not empty anO let 9 0e a quasi-flow genera-
Q

ted by V. It is oOvious that or any xeZ(V) trite exists a map (2.U) oE a

neighourood U oG x ucn that is conjugate to the unit Glow 1 on LrD (x) in

te sense oG definition 2.5). Without loss oG generality we can assume that

contains the cue [0 ]n Let e a nonnegative continuous unction on such

that

a (--I vanishes evonO a nelgnOornooO of the Cantor set C on

intervai [0.1],

(b) I (s)-l)Os 8, where denotes a positive number,

(c) or any xeC, (x)=l.

Let ’ Oe any Glow whlc in te map (20U) as te ollowing coordinates:

(t,x)=(pri (x)+ s)ds, prz
a

(x),...,pr

were xn. Let 9 cnote the quasi-Iow wnIc is equal on x), and ’ on

Lr (x).

OEFINITION 5.4

We say that a map 91:xM-M is a mod()caon of

91=MODI(U,B) i there exist ,2,,U,," as ae
(x) and ’ In (x).

quasi--Flow 9 and write

such tat =9 outslc

It is easy to see that te map: is a quasi-Iow with a Fc-property, su{ci-

ciently close to 9: o(9,9), were eS and S denotes a constant cL=pendlng on

and U.

THEOREM 5.5

Let M be a compact smooth manifold with Euler characteristic 3((M) diGerent Grom

F1 (V). Then therezero. Suppose that V is continuous vector Gield on M and 9n q
exists a sequence c vector ields V having the Fc-property and quasi-lows

n

9nFlq (Vn) which uniformly converga to V and 9 respectively; i.e. the set

Aq(M,c) is dense in B (M) in C-topology.
q

Pmoo. Let V be a continuous vector Gield on M with normpty set F1 (V). I V
q

vanishes in an open sulet c M theorem is ovious. In th other ca let us

consider an integer number n and any quasi-low 9eFl (V). Since X(M)O, it
q

ollows rom Poincar-Hop t/eorem (see [8] p.bg), that V has nonmpty set Z(V)

o critical points. Let us choose a point xmZ(V) and open set U such that

(C) (x)PU is disjoint rcn Z(V).

Performing the MODl-operation we obtain quasi-low =MODI (U, 1/n) which

satisGies the condition -IIV’-VII + p (9,9) < n
o o

where V’denotes the vector Gield which generates the quasi--low 9- Since n can

be chosen arbitrarily large, the proo is complete. Q.E.D.

Since Euler characteristic X(Sk) oG k-dimensional sphere is equal 1+(-I) k, it

ollows immediately rom theorem 5.5 that the set A (Sn,c) is dense in B (Sn)
q q
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in C-tOpOlOgv.
Theorem 5.50oes not. in general, nolo 4or maniolos with Eu, ler cna-acterlstc

zero. For example, since any recto, fielo on with Fc-0rooe,’ nas unc,naOle

many o critical Dolnts see Section

cense in 8 (i. Tere exist also nlgner Oimensionai manl,oiOs 4or ic eo-em
5.5 ces not nol. Let us consiOer TZ=i=(exo2i: eR}:iexo2ip : peR).

anO te I @naving the 4ors @ (t. .p =(+t+atcos p , nere a anO D are

oositive numDers. Let V@ Oenote the vector Gield

checkea that the pair (V@ ,@ can nt De uniformly aoproximateO By the vector

ielOs an lows rom A (M,c. It apoears, however, tat V@ anO @ separately can

De uniformly approximated Dy vector fielOs an ics ith Fc-property. Note that

this act is more general:

PROPOSITION 5.0

If M is a compact smooth maniolO, ten the set U FI (V) is a cerise utr=et
VG(M,c

q

of U F1 V) in te C topology, i.e. any quasi-low on M can e uniormlv

VeFM
approximated by quasi-lows ith Fc-propertv.

The proof is analogous to the proof c Teorem 5.5 anO will e omltteO.

e can easily construct an analogous example c a vector &ielO anO a 91ow on

Klein Dottle . Since or any to-imenslonal compact maniol aart rom
and Ez Euler caracteristic is negative, e can Gormulate:

COROLLARY 5.7

Suppose tat M is a to-dimensional compact maniEol

conOitions are equivalent:

I. Euler characteristic X(M) is digerent 9rom zero,

2. The set A (M,c) is dense in 8 (M) in topology,
q q

3. M=;z and M=[Kz.

Then the oi loing
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